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Abstract. In-memory data sharing  for grids allow location-transparent access 
to data stored  in volatile  memory.  Existing Grid  middlewares typ- ically  sup-
port only  explicit  data transfer between  Grid  nodes.  We  be- lieve that Grid 
systems  benefit  from complementing traditional message- passing  techniques 
with a data-oriented sharing technique. The latter includes automatic replica 
management, data consistency, and  location- transparent access. As a proof of 
concept, we are implementing a POSIX- compatible object  sharing  service  as 
part of the  EU-funded XtreemOS project, which builds a Linux-based Grid op-
erating system. In this paper we describe  the  software  architecture of the  ob-
ject  sharing  service  and design decisions including transactional consistency 
and peer-to-peer net- work structure. We also present preliminary evaluation re-
sults  analyzing lower-bound transaction-overhead using a parallel  raytracing 
application. 

1   Introduction 

During the last years, a lot of Grid technologies  emerged [1], including sophisti- 
cated Grid middlewares such as Globus [2], Legion [3], and UNICORE [4]. These 
systems, having been created  in a bottom-up fashion trying to meet changing user 
requirements, are complex to use and  administrate [5]. Nevertheless, they often do 
not operate transparently with respect to distribution and fault  tolerance. 

The EU-funded  XtreemOS  project  aims at reducing  the complexity  of devel- 
oping Grid applications by providing  a Linux-based  open source Grid operating 
system  (OS).  Distributed OS services,  e.g. security,  resource,  process  manage- 
ment  and  transparent data  sharing,  will be integrated into  the  operating  sys- 
tem.  In this  paper  we are  presenting the  design  and  initial  implementation of 
XtreemOS’  object  sharing  service (OSS),  which offers interactive or computa- 
tionally  intensive  Grid  applications a location-transparent storage  for volatile data. 

The object sharing service replicates  objects to improve reliability  and perfor- 
mance. The software architecture we propose interweaves  concepts from  
transac- tional memory and peer-to-peer systems. Speculative transactions allow  
conve- nient and consistent access, while at the same time relieving program-
mers from complicated  lock management. Super-peer-based overlay networks  
improve scal- ability,  and a technique  similar to distributed hash tables speeds 
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up data  search. In case of severe faults,  the  XtreemOS  Grid  checkpointing ser-
vice will support the object  sharing  service. 

The  GigaSpaces  company  has  introduced the  notion  in-memory  data  Grid 
[6] for sharing  volatile  data  in Grid  environments. Their  in-memory  data  Grid 
is already  being  deployed  to  end  users.  While  their  solution,  like  OSS,  uses 
optimistic concurrency control, it cannot restart failed transactions transparently 
with respect  to the application. 

This paper is organized as follows. After discussing related work in section 2, 
we present OSS’ overall architecture and  its dynamic  object  management in 
section 3. Subsequently, in section 4 we describe the implementation of specu- 
lative TAs. In section 5 we discuss  preliminary measurements followed by the 
conclusion and outlook on future  work. 

2   Related Work 

This paper  draws upon ideas from four existing bodies of work: database trans- 
action  processing  systems,  transactional memory  (TM),  data  sharing  in Grid 
environments, and  distributed shared  memory.  Due  to  limited  space,  we can 
compare  our work only with some key ideas from these fields. 

2.1   Database Transaction Processing 

Transactions (TAs) are a core concept in database management systems (DBMS) 
providing  significant benefits  to  the  database programmer [7]. In DBMS,  TAs 
provide the properties  of atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability (ACID). 
We think  that TAs will greatly  simplify the  development of generic distributed 
and  parallel  programs.  In  constrast to  DMBS  TAs,  distributed program  TAs 
usually  execute  less instructions and  modify less state.  Moreover,  they  do not 
incur the overhead  of database operations. Therefore,  TAs based on shared  data 
offer a comfortable  alternative for general purpose  distributed programming. 

A wide range of implementation options for executing TAs with high through- 
put can be found in the literature. The work on optimistic concurrency  [8] is the 
most relevant to the ideas we explore in this paper.  Optimistic concurrency  con- 
trols access to shared data  without using locks by detecting  conflicts and backing 
up TAs to ensure  correct  operation. In our implementation we extend  the  idea 
of optimistic concurrency  from DBMS to data  sharing  in Grid environments. 

2.2   Transactional Memory 

Hardware  support for TM was first proposed  by Herlihy et.al.  [9] a decade ago. 
The authors substituted locking critical regions with running  them encapsulated 
in TAs.  Thus  TAs  were an additional feature  and  did not  replace  the  existing 
shared  memory  consistency  protocols. 

Transactional Coherence and Consistency (TCC), suggested by Hammond et 
al. [10], shares a lot of ideas with our approach. TCC runs TAs at most times, 
instead of just occasionally, replacing conventional coherence and consistency tech-
niques. As TCC relies on a shared multi-processor machine, it can easily cope 
with the pressure on inter-processor communication bandwidth. 
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We are encouraged by the existing work and the growing interest on TM 
[11,12]. Sun Microsystems  has recently  announced a new CPU  with built-in  
support for TAs.  Thus  we are confident  that in the  near  future  numerous  TA-
based  appli- cations  will emerge, and our implementation shows that TM can 
be adapted for distributed systems,  too. 

2.3   Data Sharing in  Grid Environments 

Sharing volatile data  in Grid environments has been proposed by a few projects 
such as JuxMem [13] and Vigne [14]. The JuxMem architecture decouples the de- 
sign of consistency  protocols  and fault-tolerance mechanisms.  It supports data- 
sharing  across  wide-area  networks  using  entry  consistency.  However,  JuxMem 
neither  supports speculative  TAs  nor  is it  designed  to support interactive dis- 
tributed applications. 

GigaSpaces  is developing  a  data-aware  enterprise Grid  [6], that is,  a  dis- tributed 
caching  system  as  an  alternative to  managing  state   in  a  database. Targeting Java  
applications, GigaSpaces  is compatible with existing Java-based shared  memory  tech-
nologies,  which  probably  limits  its  portability. Like OSS, GigaSpaces  implements 
optimistic concurrency  control.  The  cache detects  ver- sion conflicts and notifies the 
applications by means of Java  runtime exceptions, but,  in contrast to OSS, it cannot  
restart a TA transparently with respect to the application. 

2.4   Distributed Shared Memory 

Page-based distributed shared  memory systems  have always been popular  since 
the  development  of IVY  [15] because  of the  synergies  with  virtual   memory 
management  and  the  locality  benefit.  Intel  has adopted Treadmarks [16] in its 
OpenMP  compiler  [17]. Most of these  systems  have been implemented as user- 
level libraries,  but  some systems,  such  as  Plurix  [18] and  Kerrighed  [19], are 
integrated into the OS kernel to build single-system  images. 

Transactional consistency  (TC)  has been implemented within  the Plurix  OS 
starting in 1998. The TC model is most related  to weak consistency first proposed 
by Dubois et.al.  [20] that bundles memory writes in a sync operation. Like weak 
consistency,  TC  delays  updates until  the  commit  of a TA,  but  the  speculative 
execution  allows a retrospective enforcement of strong  consistency. 

3   Overall Architecture 

Targeting Grid  environments, OSS must  adapt to  dynamic  and  heterogenous 
applications. In  order  to  support  heterogenous   programming languages,  OSS 
identifies  an object  with  a unique  ID, currently, its address  in a 64-bit  virtual 
memory. OSS partitions the application address space into the conventional local 
storage  and  the  shared  object  space.  It  implements a dynamic  object  manage- 
ment that allows to create  and delete objects  in the shared  object  space. 

Each node can modify shared  objects,  so that OSS must  encorce consistency 
for all replicas  in the  shared  object  space. OSS is designed  to support different 
consistency models within one application. Among the multitude of potentially 
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interesting consistency models, we are currently implementing transactional con- 
sistency (TC). The latter applies optimistic concurrency control avoiding compli- 
cated  lock management. We believe this  is a promising  model being convenient 
and consistent. Of course TC will not scale to an unlimited number  of nodes, but 
when  combined  with other programming concepts, we expect good scalability 
(see also section 4.2). Nonetheless, OSS’ functional  primitives allow implement- 
ing weaker consistency  models as well. 

3.1   Dynamic Object Allocation 

OSS’ object  management subsystem   implements two functions  to  create  and 
destroy  objects,  named  oss alloc and  oss free in the  style  of local memory 
management. OSS is neutral with respect  to programming languages: The func- 
tion  oss alloc takes  the  requested  object  size as a parameter, and  returns the 
new object’s ID in the form of its memory address.  The function  oss free takes 
an object  ID and,  if the ID is valid, destroys  the designated  object. 

To make object  management  scale in the  number  of participating nodes as 
well as in the number  of objects, OSS uses a two-stage allocation  scheme, a com- 
mon technique  for parallel  allocators  [21]: Several  flexible high-level allocators 
build upon one simple, Grid-wide  low-level allocator. 

The Grid-wide  allocator  hands  out objects having a fixed size of 4 KB. If an 
application requests  an object  larger  than  4 KB, the  allocator  aggregates  con- 
tiguous fixed-size objects to a larger object. A distributed table stores reservation 
meta-data, similarly to Mungi’s object table  [22]. OSS’ object table,  however, is 
interspersed throughout the  object  space, such that meta-data is spatially  dis- 
tributed but  resides near corresponding  objects.  The entries  of the object  table 
encode the  node that has created  the  belonging  object,  the  consistency  model 
applying  to  the  object,  and,  if the  object  is suballocated, the  identifier  of the 
high-level allocator. 

For fine-grained  object  allocations,  an application can choose among several 
top-level  allocators.  As a general-purpose allocator,  we have  integrated dlmal- 
loc [23] into  OSS,  using  the  mspace  abstraction to  retrieve  meta-data  when 
freeing  remotely  allocated  objects.  We  are  currently implementing the  Multi- 
view approach [24], which counteracts false sharing  between  colocated  objects 
by assigning them  IDs that are unique within  their  access detection unit. 

3.2   Replica Management 

Applications access  local replicas  of shared  objects.  OSS  considers  the  node- local 
object  mappings  to  be a cache  of the  distributed objects  and  tracks  the consistency-
related state  of replicas in a local object table.  An entry  in the local object table  stores  
an  object’s  state,  as defined  by  the  respective  consistency model, a privileged map-
ping  that allows to modify the object circumventing ac- cess detection, and potentially 
several shadow copies that store backup  versions of the object. OSS constructs local 
mappings  lazily, such that expensive memory mapping  operations only take  place 
when an application accesses a previously unknown  object. 
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To guarantee consistency  among replicas, all consistency  models need to de- tect  
object  accesses. Given that objects  reside in virtual  memory,  OSS controls the  mem-
ory-management unit  (MMU),  a well-known and  language-neutral ac- cess detection 
technique  [25]. OSS uses Linux’ mprotect   system  call to modify the hardware access 
permission to the application’s virtual  address space at page granularity. In case a 
memory  operation  exceeds the  access permission  granted by hardware, the Linux 
kernel signals a segmentation violation to OSS’ exception handler. 

The application-known mapping  and the privileged mapping  for internal  use 
by OSS must coincide. Moreover, the Multiview approach suggests creating  mul- 
tiple mappings  of adjacent objects, such that each object is accessible via a ded- 
icated  virtual  memory  page.  OSS stores  ranges  of objects  in System  V shared 
memory  segments,  allowing  it  to  map  the  same  object  repeatedly at  different 
virtual  addresses. 

Although   MMU-based  access  detection   is bound  to  page-size  granularity, 
OSS employs several techniques  to detect  access to objects of different size. The 
shadow  copies, which are created  when objects  are modified, not  only serve to 
rollback  aborted TAs,  they  also enable  tracking  object  modifications,  thus  help 
refine page-granular object access detection. We are currently investigating how 
to correlate objects based on object access patterns. Although  statistical analysis 
is difficult in a dynamic  environment, we would like to determine object  access 
groups which aggregate  objects  that are frequently  accessed together. 

3.3   Monitoring Facilities 

OSS supports several  monitoring facilities  to  optimize  its  replica  management 
and to allow a dynamic  reorganization of the overlay network.  Each node stores 
its  monitoring information in an  additional shared  region,  making  monitoring 
data  easily accessible from any peer. OSS registers  monitoring data  per node in 
its hierarchical  naming  service, which is also stored  in the shared  object  space. 

Regarding  replica  consistency  for instance,  monitoring data  can help deter- 
mine object  access groups.  The performance  of TM mainly depends  on the rate 
of successful committed TAs.  Conflicting  TAs degrade  the  application’s perfor- 
mance,  because aborted TAs have to be restarted. The conflict probability cor- 
relates with the number  of modified objects and the object access pattern. Thus, 
profiling information gathered by the  monitoring service helps the  programmer 
identify  conflicting TAs. 

4   Transactions 

OSS’ TAs follow the standard ACID properties, except for durability, as we will 
discuss the next section. Isolation requires conflicting TAs to be serialized, either 
by a pessimistic  locking or by an optimistic synchronization scheme. Pessimistic 
locking burdens  the programmer with complex lock management and is prone to 
deadlocks. Like the TM community, we prefer an optimistic locking-free synchro- 
nization  scheme. Using forward  validation, as opposed  to backward  validation, 
OSS can  dynamically  choose a TA  to  abort  in case of a conflict.  OSS detects 
conflicts between  overlapping  TAs by comparing  their  read and write sets. 
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4.1   Transactional Consistency 

Sharing objects using transactional consistency bundles all accesses to the shared 
object  space between  oss bot and  oss eot function  calls into  one atomic  op- 
eration.  Access to  the  shared  space  is nearly  transparent for the  applications, 
except  that the developer needs to specify the beginning  and end of TAs. 

For  critical DBMS, e.g. when running bank accounting system, durability is 
mandatory, requiring the DBMS to save data  on  disk.  However, for OSS’ target 
applications, e.g. multi-user virtual worlds, the overhead imposed by disk access 
is too high. After a commit, the results of a TA are stored in volatile memory  only. 
However, the XtreemOS Grid checkpointer [26] will periodically write snap-
shopts to disk, therewith providing  durability and fault  tolerance. Of course a 
programmer can enforce durability by generating  a checkpoint after an impor-
tant OSS TA. 

Another  publication by  the  authors [27] describes  in detail  how OSS runs 
TAs and how it enforces restarting failed TAs under  Linux. 

4.2   Scalability 

OSS is currently designed  to  support interactive distributed applications such as  
multi-user virtual  worlds  (namely  Wissenheim  [28]). This  type  of applica- tion 
usually requires a fast response time in network  communication. Therefore, fast  
TA  validation and  restart are  fundamental aspects  to achieve  highly scal- able 
transactional storage.  OSS uses several  techniques  to reduce  and  hide the net-
work  latency. 

Regarding   TA  validation,  OSS  sends  unacknowledged   commits  messages. 
This  prevents idling while waiting  for commit  acknowledgements, and  the  ap- 
plication  can go ahead  while the  commits  are  still  in transfer. Sometimes  this 
could cause receiving write  sets in different  order.  But  OSS guarantees a total 
order  of commits  by using Lamport time  stamps  [29]. In case a node misses a 
commit  packet,  OSS easily detects  such situations and request  it from its peers 
which in turn  will reply using their  TA history  buffer. For scalability  reasons we 
plan to retransmit missed network  packets  as close as possible to the requesting 
node, e.g. by its super-peer. 

Further techniques  like pipelined  TAs,  easing the  waiting  time  for the  com- 
mit token,  super-peer  commits,  replica management and several fault  tolerance 
mechanisms  are described  in [27]. 

4.3   Communication Subsystem 

The network communication subsystem  is an important component for a scalable 
sharing  service.  We  have  decided  to  handle  the  communication among  nodes 
with a compact  two-stage-based binary-network-protocol. Thus  we can avoid an 
expensive  parsing  like necessary  when using text-based  network-protocols, e.g. 
Hypertext  Transfer Protocol  (HTTP). The  communication unit  consists  of two 
layers, the low layer for the raw data  exchange over standard network  protocols 
and the upper layer for OSS-specific data representation. This makes OSS flexible 
and independent from any specific transport protocol. 
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The  lower communication layer  manages  network  connections  and  ensures re-
liable  raw data  exchange.  Furthermore, the  lower layer  maps  unicast  as well as 
multicast messaging  to  the  transport protocol  among  nodes.  For  the  upper layer  
it  is transparent whether  the  lower layer  uses a stream-  oder  datagram- based 
transport protocol. Currently, OSS uses the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), so 
it does not need to take care about reliability  regarding  data  exchange. But  we 
plan to study  a UDP-based overlay multicast for OSS. 

The  upper  communication layer  contains  the  functionality of sending  and re-
ceiving network messages. A network message is equivalent to the upper layer’s 
protocol  data  unit  (PDU)  and  consists  of a well-defined message header  and  a 
data  part.  The data  is subject  to the combination of the type and subtype fields 
in the message header.  The type field defines the callback network handler  which 
has been registered before by an OSS module (e.g. consistency  model), whereas 
the second subtype field distinguishes different network messages of the respective 
module. The type field also encodes whether  a message is a request  or reponse. 

Incoming requests are enqueued into a request queue, such that OSS can re- ar-
range messages to enforce ordering  of messages and fairness of token requests. In 
order to achieve a flexible and  highly scalable  communication, network  han- dlers 
must not  block, which would result in delaying the  processing of further requests. 
So queuing requests enables OSS to defer already processed PDUs  for later  
reprocessing. This could be necessary if the handler itself would block while gath-
ering information or if it sends a network request  by itself. In contrast, re- sponse 
messages should be processed as fast as possible to minimize the local blocking 
time. Therefore, responses will be processed directly without queuing. Asynchro-
nous messages can either be handled like queued requests or like un- queued  
response messages. 

OSS supports blocking as well as non-blocking request-reply cycles and asyn- 
chronous  unidirectional message exchange. Furthermore, it supports forwarding 
messages to other  nodes. Besides, the network  unit  is able to route  packets.  The 
difference between  both  methods  is that routing  is done at  the  lower layer  by 
evaluating the  PDU’s destination ID. Message forwarding  is done in the  upper 
layer and is controlled  by a specific network handler.  The synchronous  functions, 
which block until  an appropriate response message is received, store  meta-data in 
an internal  data  structure. This data  is later used to assign a received response 
message to its pending request  and continue  the corresponding  blocking function 
call. In case of a blocking multicast message,  the  function  call does not  return 
until  all response messages have been received. 

5   Preliminary Results 

This section evaluates  the lower-bound  transaction-overhead of the OSS service 
using a raytracer application. The latter is based on an non-parallel  application 
developed during  a course at the MIT and which has been ported  and extended 
to a parallel  version running  on top  of OSS. Raytracing is suitable  for parallel 
computing  because all parts  of a raytraced picture are discrete. As a consequence, 
a raytracer typically scales well when  executed  in parallel.  Nevertheless,  it  is 
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important to remark  that our modified raytracer executes TAs, and even if there 
are no collisions between overlapping  TAs there is still network  traffic caused by 
committing TAs. Each node commits TAs, requiring to request the commit token 
and  to  post  its  write  set.  Furthermore, each  incoming  commit  triggers  a local 
validation interrupting a computing  TA.  Of course  one could easily imagine  a 
worst case scenario, e.g. all nodes incrementing a variable.  The latter will neither 
scale with  OSS nor  with  other approaches. These  kind  of conflicts  need to  be 
addressed  by the programmer. 

The  evaluation we have performed  is a distributed rendering  of a raytracer 
scene  in  size of 1024x1024 pixels,  as  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The  setup  consists  of 
one control  engine and  multiple  rendering  engines. The  control  engine deploys 
computational segments of the scene to all raytracing engines using transactional 
shared  objects.  If a node has finished computation of a segment,  it will take the 
next  one until  all segments  have  been  computed. The  rendering  results  of all 
segments  are also stored  in the transactional shared  object space. 

For  evaluation, we have  used  a 16 node  cluster,  each  node  as a rendering 
engine,  and  one additional control  node,  external  to the  cluster,  deploying  the 
segments.  Each  cluster  node  has  two AMD Opteron  CPUs  at  1,8 GHz,  2 GB 
RAM,  a  Broadcom  BCM5702X  Gigabit  NIC  and  runs  a  64-bit  Linux  2.6.24 
kernel.  The  control  node  has  an  Intel  Core  2 Duo  CPU  at  2,66 GHz,  2 GB 
RAM, an Nvidia  Geforce 7300SE graphics  card,  an Intel  83541PI  Gigabit  NIC 
and runs a 64-bit Linux 2.6.25 kernel. All nodes are interconnected via switched 
Gigabit  Ethernet. 

 
Fig. 1. Picture of the  raytraced scene 
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We  have  monitored  the  duration of raytracing with  a different number  of 
nodes and  varied  the  size of segments.  The  results  are depicted  in Table  1 and 
Fig.  2. First,  we can  see that the  raytracer scales nearly  linear  with  a multi- 
ple number  of nodes.  Second, the time difference of the  three  segment  sizes is 
marginal  and  shows that the  overhead of many  token  requests  and  write  set 
postings  are neglible. 

The second table depicts the elapsed time for requesting  the validation token 
or a shared  memory  page.  With  an increasing  number  of rendering  nodes,  the 
 

Table 1. Time  duration for rendering a Raytracer scene in seconds 

Nodes  
Segment size 1 2 4 8 16 
 4096 Bytes 122,76 62,00 31,51 16,76 9,02
16384 Bytes 120,51 61,00 31,26 17,01 9,52
65536 Bytes 116,51 60,00 32,51 19,01 11,31

Table 2. Average page and  token  request time  in microseconds 
 

Nodes  
 Request time 1 2 4 8 16
 Page  request time 79 168 205 195 225
 Token  request time 0 184 363 761 1739

 

 

Fig. 2. Raytracing time  duration with  different number of raytracing engines  and   
segment sizes 
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token  request  time  highly  increases  and  seems to be a limiting  factor  whereas 
the  page request time  increases  at  a slower rate.  Currently, token  requests  are 
always sent to the  last  known node which had  owned the  token.  If the  receiver 
does not own the token anymore,  it forwards the request.  Because the generated 
picture  does not overlap among nodes, most page requests  can be acknowledged 
positive  without forwarding. 

6   Conclusion 

Sharing volatile data  in a Grid environment is a useful and comfortable  approach 
complementing traditional message passing  technologies.  In this  paper  we have 
presented OSS, a transactional data  sharing service for grid environments, which 
handles data  location, replication, and consistency  transparently with respect to 
application software. Transactional memory is convenient for the programer  as it 
implements strong consistency but avoids complicated  lock management. Several 
optimizations can help speed up transaction-based programs,  for example intro- 
ducing  consistency  domains  reducing  the  number  of nodes being involved dur-
ing the validation phase.  Of course the programmer can also adjust  transaction 
granularity to reduce collision probability. Overall we are encouraged  by the pre- 
liminary  evaluation of the  current implementation using the parallel  raytracer. 
These  measurements show that the  lower-bound  transaction-overhead imposes 
only low overhead  for properly  parallelized  programs.  Of course  there  are  ap- 
plications  with limited  scalability  when combined  with transactions. Therefore, 
OSS provides  support for multipe  consistency  models.  The  next  steps  include 
integration of a super-peer-based overlay  network  structure, a distributed hash 
table  for data  search, pipelined transactions (to hide commit latency), and more 
experimentation, especially with  the  Wissenheim  world,  executed  in wide area 
networks. 
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